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Foreword
Welcome to our first ever AES Elite Dressage Foal Auction in cooperation with Brightwells Auctioneers at
Stoneleigh.
Our vision for the Elite Auction is to give Britain’s riders and owners of top competition horses the opportunity
to see a selection of the very best breeding this country offers.
We want to give something back to our many British breeders, by giving them the opportunity to present their
foals to an expert audience. The British Dressage National Championships at Stoneleigh provide the perfect
venue and opportunity to achieve this.
This year, we travelled further than ever, meeting breeders and foals as far afield as Inverness, Wales and Devon
to find the stars of the future.
Everywhere we went we were met with great support and enthusiasm from across the entire breeding
community, and we encountered passionate and knowledgeable breeders whose dedication has been truly
humbling and inspiring.
Yet again we were struck by the breadth and depth of quality we found in the breeding of the dressage foals we
were invited to inspect, allowing us to put together a truly outstanding selection of quality foals that that
demonstrates how far we have come as a country.
There is something very exciting about British dressage breeding, as we see a great range of established, as well
as exciting new up-and-coming stallions mixed with proven motherliness to offer a diverse and performance
driven range of foals. Our breeders can hold their head up high in international circles.
We are delighted that we can offer serious and knowledgeable British buyers what they have been asking for: the
opportunity to see an outstanding and truly diverse selection of serious competition prospect foals together all
in one venue.
Our special thanks go to Brightwells Auctioneers who are running the ‘business side’ of this auction and whose
expertise in this field is simply invaluable. Without their support this would not have been possible.
We would like to thank you for supporting our auction and for being part of this exciting journey. Above all, we
hope you enjoy the auction and our wonderful foals.
With the very best wishes
Your
AES Team

Photography: Dr Eva-Maria Broomer of Horsepower Creative
Photographs for Lot 19 and Lot 10: Kevin Sparrow
Video: Chris Atkins and Mark Rigby

brightwells.com

Timetable and Useful Information
Our auction will take place in the Le Mieux Arena at the BD Nationals at Stoneleigh in the evening of 22nd
September after the last competition classes have finished. Guests wishing to attend the auction are invited to
join us in the Nationals Pavilion.
Foals will arrive on site by 9am on Saturday and will be stables in a separate section of the main show stabling
area. You are warmly invited to come and meet the foals and their breeders in the stables throughout the day.
Anybody wanting to attend the auction needs a Saturday admissions ticket to the BD Nationals. These can be
purchased on the main gate or online via http://www.bdchampionships.com/national/book_tickets.php.
Please note that show ground admissions via the main gate close at 6.30pm. After that time, admission is only
possible via the lorry entrance.
Timetable:
From 9am:
Foal stables in the main stabling area are open to the public to come and meet the foals. Come and say hello to
the breeders. Our stable manager will also be on site to answer any questions.
From 6pm:
The competition finishes, but the tradestand area will remain open.
Come and join us in the Nationals Pavillion. An à la carte menu is available for ordering food, so why not enjoy
some supper before the start of the auction.
From 6.30pm:
Prosecco reception in the Nationals Pavillion for all auction guests. A great opportunity to enjoy a few drinks and
catch up with friends.
7.30pm: The auction commences.
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DIAMONT
NOIR
11/05/2018 Black Bay Colt
Dressage

Sire
GAMBLER

Dam
DHI FANTASIA

SPECIAL D (STORM)

ZANZIBAR

JACCOVITA
VOICE (GLOCK'S VOICE)

CARLA

HEMIRA

FURST HEINRICH (FUERST
HEINRICH)
PENNY LANE

FLORESTAN I
DAWINA
PERRIER
DOREEN

It is a pleasure to introduce this gorgeous colt bred by Yvonne Scales from her very own stallion Gambler. Gambler was imported to the UK
from Holland and offers an exciting cocktail of modern performance breeding from the Special D son Zanzibar on a mother combining the
desirable blood of the great Glock's Voice and Candy Boy. Gambler's mother is the half sister to the international dressage horses Sir Kennedy
and Verdi. Fantasia is a direct daughter of the world breeding champion Fürst Heinrich, sire of the famous Woodlander Farouche, and her
mother Penny Lane had offspring in Germany with dressage winnings currently reaching over 15,000 Euros. She is the full sister of the
successful international CIC 3* horse Florenz 64 who is ridden by Frank Feldmann. Also from that line comes the stallion Laurenzius. This
colt convinces with 3 elastic and balanced paces and an excellent performance pedigree combining some of Germany's and Holland's most
valued lines.
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NOCTURNE
01/06/2018 Bay Colt
Dressage

Sire
INCOGNITO

HOTLINE (BLUE HORS
HOTLINE)

DAVINO V.O.D.

KILUCIENNE
DOLCE VITA VROUWE

Dam
ELANDRIA

JOHNSON
TALENT V.D.W.

VIVALDI
WEIDEVROUWE
JAZZ
ROXANE
FERRO
ILANDRIA

We are delighted to offer a colt bred at Bayfield Stud from the very first crop of the exciting young stallion Incognito, who sired the highest
priced auction foal at the World Dressage Breeding Championships at Ermelo this summer. Incognito carries the rare and valuable blood of
Davino VOD who sadly died after only a short breeding career. This stallion is by Hotline and comes from the direct motherline of UB40.
Behind that we have direct daughter of the legendary Johnson out of a Ferro mare, both of whom are firm favourites with anybody interested
in serious performance dressage breeding. The dam was graded AES 3*** and ster prok and whose grand dam is Elite prok. All of this comes
on a motherline that has interestingly been highly successful in producing international show jumpers, such as the 1.45m mare Riante, and
licensed show jumping stallions such as Cor de Emilion and Aristo. A bold and beautiful foal offering some of the very highlights of modern
Dutch breeding on a proven performance dam line.

brightwells.com
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CROCKET
22/03/2018 Chestnut Colt
Dressage

Sire
QUANTENSPRUNG

Dam
EYDON

QUANDO-QUANDO (QUANDO QUATTRO B (CIEL D'ESPOIR)
QUANDO)
SCHICKERIA
DONNA LAURA
JAZZ
PROMISSES

DONNERHALL
HEXENTANZ
COCKTAIL
CHARMANTE
FLEMMINGH
HEUREKA

A real highlight of our auction is this wonderful colt by Quantensprung from the breeding of Nicola Burton of Wrestow Stud. Crocket caused
a stir at this year's Futurity evaluations when he scored a highly impressive 9.36 Elite premium with a 9.75 for conformation and a perfect 10
for his canter, making him the highest scoring dressage entry this year across all venues and ages. Highly valued for his beautiful large frame
and excellent temperament, Quantensprung is by Quando Quando whose sire Quattro B was internationally successful in dressage and show
jumping. His mother provides the proven combination of Donnerhall and Lauries Crusador XX. All of this is an excellent combination with
Crocket's mother who offers the popular Dutch performance lines of Jazz and Flemmingh. The motherline has been prolific in producing
countless successful show jumpers and dressage horses. Eydon's first foal Hamlet by Utopia was the Novice champion 2017 at the dressage
nationals last year. She also produced a colt from Floriscount who was awarded a dressage breeding value of 159. Her full sister Darlingscott
had a Belissimo foal in last year's AES Elite Auction who sold successfully to a professional dressage home. A really striking colt who fills the
eye and has true star quality.

brightwells.com
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PENHALIGON
FLORA
ROSARIA
31/05/2018 Dark Bay Filly
Dressage

Sire
U-GENIUS (EUPHORIA)

Dam
FLOH JO

METALL (MILTON V)

UTHOPIA

ODELIA
NEGRO (NOVABOR)

WEIDYFLEUR II

MAIFLEUR

FURST ROMANCIER (FUERST
ROMANCIER)
CAPRICE

FURST HEINRICH (FUERST
HEINRICH)
RONJA
CARPACCIO
Z-RICARDA

From the breeding of Theresa Oakes of Penhaligon Stud, we are delighted to introduce this large framed and athletic filly by none other than
the exciting prospect that is U-Genius. By the Olympic Bronze Medallist and Team Gold Medallist Uthopia out of the full sister to none other
than Valegro, he brings a performance pedigree that is simply beyond comparison. This filly's mother was performance tested in Germany
and is by the highly desirable Fürst Heinrich son Fürst Romancier out of a Carpaccio x Ricardo mother whose progeny have sports winnings
in Germany of over 20,000 Euros, including the successful Grand Prix horse Daktari who won over £10,000 Euros so far including wins at
Aachen and Mannheim this year. This mare also produced the licensed stallion Fred Astaire. Behind comes the blood of the Ladykiller XX son
Landgraf, who made his mark not only in jumping, but also in dressage breeding for providing beautiful top lines and expressive fronts. A
very elegant and tall filly with an exceptional performance pedigree.

brightwells.com
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DC DAHLIA
12/06/2018 Black Filly
Dressage

DEPARDIEU 11 (DEPARDIEU)
Sire
DREAM ON

PAVEDENA X

DE NIRO
ELFI
LAVAUZELLE X (LAVOUZELLE
X,LAVOUZELLE AA)
PRIMERA X

Dam
IMOGEN

IMPERIO 3
BETTY BARCLAY

CONNERY
ISAR VI
BRENTANO II (BRENTANO 2)
WAIT AND SEE

It is a great pleasure to introduce this very elegant filly bred by Terri Knight of The Dressage Company from her very own stallion Dream On.
Dream On brings the important influence of De Niro via the Grand Prix stallion Depardieu. Behind comes a highly desirable Anglo Arab
influence from Lavauzelle X and the great Inschallah X. This stallion has been extremely versatile in producing not only successful dressage
horses across the world, but also FEI show jumpers and eventers, thanks to passing on excellent temperament and athleticism. The mother
Imogen comes from the same dam line as the stallions Diaggio and Dubarry, which has generated almost 600,000 Euros of sport winnings in
Germany alone. Dam sire Imperio is on the national German dressage team with Hubertus Schmidt and was Trakehner stallion of the year
2016. He brings proven performance, refinement and that valuable Trakehner blood injection that works so well in combination with
Hanoverian mother lines. A beautiful filly with expressive movement and a serious performance pedigree.

brightwells.com
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PENHALIGON
SOLEILETTE
AIMEE
13/04/2018 Bay Filly
Dressage

Sire
FREISCHUTZ

Dam
PENHALIGON SOLEIL DE LYS

FIDERTANZ

FOUNDATION

DONNA DORIA

MONA MARTINA
SOLIMAN DE HUS
DARK LILIAN

DEL MARTINO
MONA ESKARDA
SANDRO HIT
DANEA
WELT HIT II
DONNERHALLS FREUDE

It is a great pleasure to introduce another highlight of dressage breeding in this stunning filly from Penhaligon Stud, bred by Theresa Oakes.
Her sire is the 2015 Reserve Champion stallion Freischütz, celebrated for passing on his enormous and elevated paces, as well as his beautiful
type, which is evident in this gorgeous foal. Freischütz is by the exciting stallion Foundation out of a Del Martino x Escado mother with line
breeding to the great Donnerhall. Donnerhall also makes a strong appearance in this filly's dam who is by the influential Soliman de Hus out
of a Welt Hit II x Donnerhall mare. The full sister to this mare bred the successful PSG/Inter I horse Sun Light. An excellent example of line
breeding to some of our most valued performance lines, combined in a pedigree that stands for soundness and performance and a good dose
of type, wrapped up in a charming and beautiful package.

brightwells.com
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CLASSIKO
16/04/2018 Black Filly
Dressage

Sire
NEGRO (NOVABOR)

Dam
POLO'S CLASSIC COLLECTION

FERRO
FEWRIE
PIK POLO
MINERS DOUBLE

ULFT
BRENDA
VARIANT
MEWRI
PASCAL
RIO
MINER'S LAMP
DOUBLE BAR

All the way from Wales we are joined by this charming and expressive filly bred by Amy Tucker from her own competition mare. In the
mother, we have some popular breeding lines from the Pascal son Pik Polo. Pascal stood with Morgan Equine and has been a highly popular
sire, known for passing on excellent temperament and performance. In Classiko, these proven Hanoverian performance lines are
complemented in the important Negro, sire of Valegro, who has clearly put his stamp on this foal in passing on his quick hind leg and
outstanding, free shoulder, making this the perfect package of a compact horse with big movement to give her the potential to go to the very
top.

brightwells.com
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STOLEN BOLD
15/04/2018 Bay Colt
Dressage

Sire
CASINO GRANDE

Dam
RAICA

CASINO BERLIN
BACCARA
RICCIO
PRIMAVERA

BERLIN (CASPAR)
LANDORA
CONTACT ME
BOLD FANTASY
RICCIONE
FIDELIA AS
PARADEMARSCH I
PIROSCHKA

It is a pleasure to introduce this charismatic colt bred by Michelle Dawson of Stolen Silver Sports Horses. Stolen Bold convinces with
exceptional powerful and expressive paces, with the trot a particular highlight. He is by the award winning premium stallion Casino Grande,
who scored 9.03 in his performance test. While his immediate pedigree features a great array of excellent show jumpers, Casino Grande is
from the motherline of Stedinger, making him a highly interesting choice for dressage breeding to offer that useful show jumping athleticism
on a proven dressage dam line. This colt's dam is by the premium small tour stallion Riccio from the line of Rubinstein. She has produced
Elite and Higher First offspring for the Futurity and the full sister to her dam produced two graded stallions, Freestyle and the very popular
Flammengold. She comes from the highly successful Dorette motherline that has produced multiple 1m40-1m55 jumpers, Grand Prix
dressage horses and over 20 stallions including Romadour II, sire of double Olympic dressage gold medallist Rembrandt, grandsire of
Rubinstein and damsire of Belissimo M. Others of note from this motherline are premium dressage stallion Dragon Hill, who sold for
€240,000 to Schockemohle, Languedoc, a Grand Prix dressage horse, Chase Manhatten, a 1m55 show jumper and Cornetto King, a successful
1m55 jumping stallion. A dream performance pedigree through and through in this powerful and elastic colt with bags of presence.

brightwells.com
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UNNAMED
FILLY
22/04/2018 Dark Bay Filly
Dressage

Sire
ASGARD'S IBIZA

Dam
RIRANIA

DESPERADO
(DARKBOY,DESPERADOS)
BOLYMPIA W
FERRO
GERANIA

VIVALDI
SARITA
JAZZ
OLYMPIA-W
ULFT
BRENDA
BREDERO
CERANIA

From the breeding of Edward Royale of MX Sporthorses comes this outstanding filly by the highly regarded Ibiza on a direct daughter of the
great Ferro. A son of Desperado from a Jazz x Contango mare, Ibiza is a modern and very exciting stallion who is now based with Juliane
Brunkhorst in Germany who has praised his "three extraordinary gaits, a lot of potential and a top character". He was a finalist at this year's
World Dressage Breeding Championships where he impressed the audience and judges with his enormous canter and uphill movement. This
very modern stallion is an excellent match on this dam who brings proven performance breeding in her own right. Her dam line produced
successful stallions like Luron, Kimberley and Oscar, and from the dam’s half-sister Mirania comes the international Grand Prix horse
Woodstock, who in recent years had multiple CDI3* wins with Arlène Page (USA) and Charlotte Lotth (France). A great mixture of modern
and proven performance breeding in this compelling filly with three elevated and expressive gaits and beautiful type.

brightwells.com
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BUG JAM FST
27/03/2018 Bay Filly
Dressage

Sire
BARON

Dam
SAPPHIRE MKM

BENICIO
SNOOPJE
ST. MORITZ
RUBINHA

BELISSIMO M (BELLISSIMO M)
VALENCIA
SIR DONNERHALL IL
FINJA
SANDRO HIT
DONDOLA
RUBINSTEIN I
WIRBELWIND

This striking filly by the exciting young stallion Baron oozes presence and convinces with excellent, uphill and powerful movement. Brought
to us by Fay Thomas of FST Sport Horses all the way from Wales, this elegant foal provides an excellent cocktail of proven performance lines
in a new and exciting combination. Baron is by the highly desirable Belissimo son Benicio, who followed in the footsteps of his father in
competing successfully at Grand Prix and who already sired numerous licensed stallions, among them the highly popular Bonds. In Baron, we
see again the cross with Sir Donnerhall, this time on a Friedensfürst daughter who comes from the Hanoverian Kleopatra line, which
produced around 250,000 Euros in sport winnings in Germany. Bug Jam's dam is by the premium stallion St Moritz who died very young in a
freak accident, and who left an impeccable breeding record as the sire of licensed stallions such as St Schufro and St Moritz Junior and as the
dam sire of licensed stallions, including the famous Secret. Behind that comes the classic combination of Rubinstein and Weltmeyer,
combining great rideability and temperament with movement and performance. The motherline has produced the successful dressage horse
Dupont and the stallion Lastro. Sapphire MKM has consistently produced champion foals and has offspring with professional riders. Notable
offspring include the 2 Champion BHHS colts Frasier FST and Dreamscape FST, and the best KWPN filly foal for 2014 in Juniper FST by
Sezuan. Frasier FST, who is by Fürst Romancier, and Kappow FST by El Capone are enjoying successful careers with a top UK dressage rider.
A tallbrightwells.com
filly with excellent conformation and movement, backed up by a superb modern performanceangloeuropeanstudbook.co.uk
pedigree.
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CASANDRO
SONG LDS
01/05/2018 Bay Colt
Dressage

Sire
CASANOVA LDS LDS

CONTENDROS BUBE
LAVENDEL
SANDRO SONG

Dam
SUNSET SONG

CHICA

CONTENDRO I
PIK BUBE'S GIRL
LAURIES CRUSADOR XX
RUBINA
SANDRO (SANDRO Z)
ANTENNE II
CORDALME Z (BOCKMANN'S
CORDALME)
VOLTERA

It is a pleasure to introduce this very elegant and long legged colt, bred by Logwood Dressage from their own Approved stallion Casanova
LDS. The sire offers an interesting mix of proven and valuable dressage lines in Pik Bube, Rubinstein, and the influential thoroughbred
Lauries Crusador XX with some excellent jumping breeding in Contendro. He is the half brother to Dohnany, the Hanoverian champion of
the three-year-old stallions in Verden who won the bronze medal at the Bundeschampionat in Warendorf. The mother used to be owned by
Carl Hester who bred his successful dressage horse Chocolate Orange from her. She brings to the table some interesting show jumping lines in
all times greats such as Sandro and the Cor de la Bryere son Cordalme Z. The direct motherline has produced successful show jumpers,
including Chevignon with sport winnings of over 15,000 Euros. In its back pedigree, we find a good dose of thoroughbred influence from Tin
Rod XX, Kronzprinz XX and Vollkorn XX, bringing elegance and athleticism to this colt who presents himself as a truly modern performance
type.

brightwells.com
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KILAN
DANCING
DEMON
10/06/2018 Bay Colt
Dressage

Sire
DOSTOJEWSKI

DE NIRO
LINDSEY
HEMMINGWAY

Dam
TAMARILLA

DUMARILLA

DONNERHALL
ALICANTE
LATIMER (LATIMER 2)
RAHEL
LEANDRO
MARLE
FORMATEUR (POOLSTER 1525
NWP)
PUMARILLA

This gorgeous colt convinces with big elastic movement and 3 excellent balanced and uphill gates. Bred by Eleri Wyn Jones and brought to us
all the way from Wales, this lovely foal is by the up-and-coming young stallion Dostojewski. Dostojewski offers the proven breeding of De
Niro on a daughter of the Trakehner stallion Latimer in an unusual and exciting combination, and behind that comes Rubinstein on a prolific
Hanoverian motherline that produced almost 300,000 Euros in sport winnings in Germany alone. His mother, the State Premium mare
Lindsey won her performance test with a 9 for rideability and was vice champion of her mare show. She also produced the 270,000 Euros
auction success Feldrose and the advanced dressage horse Danse du Feu. On the mother's side, we find Hemmingway, a stallion very much in
the stamp of his great grandsire Ladykiller XX. His offspring include international Grand Prix show jumpers such as Overa and Webster, but
also the international Grand Prix dressage horses, such as Capriool V and the PSG/Inter I horses Brendola-B and Caramba, making him an
extremely successful and versatile sire. The motherline has been prolific in producing successful sport horses, and in the closer dam family we
find the Grand Prix dressage horse Tylov. This very special foal thus brings together some outstanding established lines from the dam sire
with an interesting injection of the very latest in modern dressage breeding. A highly interesting and promising prospect for the serious
competition home.

brightwells.com
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FHS
WHATATODO
26/04/2018 Bay Colt
Dressage

Sire
BELISSIMO M (BELLISSIMO M)

Dam
WHATAPALLAVER

BOLERO

BELTAIN

GANSELIESEL (GAENSELIESEL)
ROMADOUR II

ROXA

LADY
ANDUC

LE DUC

LIGA

WHATACARRYON

STRONG GALE
CONTINUITY LASS

Direct sons of the great Belissimo are always popular with the discerning buyer, and we know that this expressive striking colt bred by Maddy
Gardner of Fisher Hill Stud will be no exception. He recently gained an Elite score at his Futurity rating, awarded by an international panel of
judges from the UK, Holland and Belgium, with straight 9s from his veterinary assessment and dream marks of 9.25 for his trot and canter.
The mother is the half sister of the approved stallion FHS Diamond in the Rough and competing successfully at PSG. She is graded 4**** with
the AES in recognition of her type and performance record. She comes from a thoroughbred motherline with proven Trakehner dressage
breeding in Le Duc on top, thus offering a highly valuable blood injection that presents a good match with Belissimo who has established
himself as a highly reliable progenitor of performance and type with over 40 licensed sons and of course his famous daughter Bella Rose who
is back under the saddle with Isabel Werth. A very striking colt with bags of presence and movement, this is an excellent opportunity for the
serious dressage buyer. Please note that this foal is an Embryo Transfer and will be shown on the recip mare.

brightwells.com
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NEZUAN SHS
06/04/2018 Dark Bay Colt
Dressage

Sire
SEZUAN (SEZUAN 2)

ZACK (BLUE HORS
ZACK,ZAGREB)

ROUSSEAU (RAMBO)
ORONA
DON SCHUFRO (BLUE HORS
DON SCHUFRO)

DON ROMINA

BOGEGARDENS LAINA
Dam
WIEGRO

NEGRO (NOVABOR)
KATINKA

FERRO
FEWRIE
SADENIO
DARINDA

It is a pleasure to introduce a direct son of the famous Sezuan from the breeding of Caroline Leigh of Stretton Hall Stud. The World Dressage
Breeding Champion Sezuan needs very little introduction and has become synonymous with powerful and expressive gaits and a large frame,
making a truly elegant and modern stamp of a dressage horse. He already has an impressive number of licensed sons demonstrating his ability
to pass on his expressive movement and ability. This tall and imposing stallion is a great choice on the mother of this colt who beautifully
matches these excellent performance credentials. She has pref sport(dr) and Elite IBOP(drs) prok status and has competed up to the
equivalent of advanced medium level in Holland, showing great trainability and ability in the sport. She has already produced two licensed
stallions in King Leatherdale and Chapter Leatherdale. She is by the famous Negro from whom she passes on superb elasticity and power. This
striking tall colt is an Embryo Transfer and will be presented on his recip mother.

brightwells.com
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MOONDANCE
21/04/2018 Chestnut Colt
Dressage

MILLENNIUM (MILLENIUM)
Sire
MORRICONE

EASY GAME
MERLE
RUBIN ROYAL OLD (RUBINROYAL)

HARTIMA

HARTINA
Dam
WOODLANDER DIXIE CHICK

WOODLANDER DEL AMITRI
WANDA

DIMAGGIO
HAPPY GIRL
WITTINGER
ST PR ST CARMEN

We are very excited about this big moving colt bred by Liz Ball of Bramble Stud. Moondance is by the popular Millennium son Morricone
who has been in the limelight ever since he became the champion of his stallion licensing in 2014. In the following year, he completed an
excellent performance test with a dressage score of 9.33 and a perfect 10 for his walk. From the mother Woodlander Dixie Chick, this striking
colt has inherited the huge expressive movement and freedom in the shoulder we have come to expect from the great Dimaggio, in a
compelling mix of modern dressage lines represented by Woodlander Del Amitri on the proven performance breeding of the Elite Wittinger
daughter Wanda from the important Hanoverian family of Jamuna from which come almost 500,000 Euros of sport winnings in Germany
alone. Woodlander Dixie Chick is also the mother of the interesting young stallion Debutante's Dream who convinced the evaluators with
three expressive gaits and outstanding presence, something that we can see clearly also in this compelling colt.

brightwells.com
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RICCARDO
29/03/2018 Dark Bay/Brown Colt
Dressage

Sire
BEAULISSIMO

Dam
ZAMELA

BELISSIMO M (BELLISSIMO M)
STARLIGHT
GRIBALDI
PAMELA

BELTAIN
ROXA
SANDRO HIT
ARIELLE
KOSTOLANY
GONDOLA II
SAMBER
HARMA

It is a pleasure to introduce this son of the exciting young Beaulissimo who was imported to the UK following his original grading in Vechta.
Beaulissimo offers a special cocktail of proven performance lines in the great Belissimo and Sandro Hit, with the rarer and therefore all the
more valuable Archipel behind. In a relatively short breeding career, Archipel produced direct offspring with over 215,000 Euros in sport
winnings in Germany alone. Beaulissimo is enjoying a successful start to his competition career in this country. In this strikingly beautiful colt
bred by Sarah Davies, we find these lines combined with the all time great that is Gribaldi, and behind that we have the dual purpose stallion
Samber who brings a good dose of thoroughbred, and then the famous Cocktail. A truly modern performance pedigree with no blind spots,
wrapped in this attractive leggy colt who simply oozes class and elegance.

brightwells.com
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NELSON NS
23/06/2018 Dark Bay Colt
Dressage

Sire
BLUE HORS FIFTY CENT

Dam
ZELMA

FRANZISKUS (FRANZISKUS 15)
GIULIA
GRIBALDI
IRMA LA DOLGA

FIDERTANZ
ANTARA
DONNERBALL
GINGER
KOSTOLANY
GONDOLA II
ELCARO (ELCOCARO)
DOLGA

From the breeding of Joanna Sutton of Newarth Stud comes this very long legged and elegant colt by the interesting young talent Blue Hors
Fifty Cent. Nelson NS convinces with expressive gaits, uphill movement and beautiful, elegant type. Fifty Cent is a very interesting young
Danish premium stallion who combines the modern and lighter type of Franziskus with the power and performance from the direct
Donnerhall line. He completed an excellent 35 days performance test with 836 points and particularly high marks for his temperament, gaits
and capacity. From the mother comes the important blood of Gribaldi who requires no further introduction as the great influence behind the
phenomenal Totilas. The direct motherline of this colt has produced some outstanding show jumpers in the 1.60m horses Controe, Cassandra
and ERP van www.olland.biz and the international show jumping stallion Elot el Dolga, to name only a few, making this a very interesting
cross with the power and performance from the jumping lines paired with the refinement and uphill movement from the modern dressage
pedigree on top. A gorgeous colt and dream package for the discerning dressage investor.
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SOLOMON EL
22/05/2018 Bay Colt
Dressage

Sire
SECRET

SEZUAN (SEZUAN 2)

DON ROMINA
ST. MORITZ

SELINE

Dam
ZIEZO

ZACK (BLUE HORS
ZACK,ZAGREB)

ROYAL STAR

PAGANINI (PONTY)
CAROLA

HAVIDOFF
BEA
ULFT
TISIJGJE

It is a great privilege to introduce this charming and correctly built colt with the most enormous uphill movement and expression, bred and
owned by Erin Brownrigg and Lauren Firth from some of the very best that modern dressage breeding has to offer. Solomon EL is by none
other than the exciting Sezuan son Secret who thoroughly convinced at his highly successful Bundeschampionat debut last year. The dam sire
and Havidoff son Paganini has competed successfully at Grand Prix with the Canadian rider Cheryl Meisner. Behind that comes some proven
established performance breeding from the great Ulft. The motherline of this lovely foal is particularly prolific, having produced the Grand
Prix dressage stallion Labo and the Inter I/PSG Stallion Tideman W, among others. A superb foal with excellent conformation and 3 balanced
and elevated gaits showing excellent expression and movement.
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DREAM BOY
17/07/2018 Bay Colt
Dressage

DEPARDIEU 11 (DEPARDIEU)
Sire
DREAM ON

PAVEDENA X

DE NIRO
ELFI
LAVAUZELLE X (LAVOUZELLE
X,LAVOUZELLE AA)
PRIMERA X

Dam
RUBIN ROSE

RUBIN STAR N
H MY ROSE

RUBINSTEIN I
CARELLA
DONNERHALL
MISS TOM

It is a pleasure to introduce our second foal by Dream On in this delightful colt bred by Damien and Mark Darbyshire. Dream Boy was the
Welsh regional Dressage Foal Champion at the recent Elite Foal Registration Tour. He convinces with excellent conformation and elastic and
expressive gaits. In Germany alone, direct offspring by Dream On have so far amassed sport winnings of almost 60,000 Euros, and we are very
fortunate to have him in this country now. On the mother's side, we have the great R-Line, which give trainability and rideability, on a direct
daughter of the legendary Donnerhall, who thus features twice in this colt's excellent pedigree. Donnerhall stands, above all, for power and
performance, which in this attractive foal is balanced beautifully with the temperament of the Rubinstein son Rubin Star N and the elegance
and refinement from Dream On's Arab motherline, offering everything one could wish for in a modern dressage horse bred and built for the
world stage.
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Embryo out of
Weidyfleur II by
Finest
Embryo due approx. 09 June 2019
Dressage

Fürst Heinrich

Fürstenball

St.Pr. St. Maradonna

Sire
Finest

Wie Weltmeyer

Wie Princess

Princess
Ferro

Negro

Fewrie

Dam
Weidyfleur II

Gershwin

Maifleur

Weidyfleur

Inseminated 4th July 2018; transferred to recipient mare at Tomlinson Equine Stud, and due approx. 9th June 2019
Dam Weidyfleur II is a full sister to Valegro and has proved herself as a broodmare of international renown. Her offspring all have lovely natural paces
enhanced by outstanding power, with great rhythm and balance combined with cleverness and trainability. Unsurprisingly Weidyfleur’s offspring are
highly sought after and include the 7yo approved stallion U-Genius (by Uthopia) and 5yo licensed stallion Integro (by Dimaggio) (photo above).
Younger offspring have sold to European clients and include ET foals by Uthopia, Dimaggio, Fürstenball, Revolution and Totilas. Weidyfleur’s ‘grand-foals’
by U-Genius are being bred, and have sold, worldwide.
Sire Finest was chosen as an ideal match for Weidyfleur II. He has outstanding bloodlines which have combined to make him an elegant, long legged sire
with impeccable symmetry and movement who excelled in his licensing in Verden, with a breed value of 138 points. Finest had the most sons (9) selected
for the 2017 Hanoverian Stallion Licensing with one achieving premium and selling for 360,000 Euros in the auction.
Additional terms and conditions apply for this purchase, please refer to the terms and conditions section of the catalogue.
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Vetting of Foals & Insurance
VETERINARY PANEL
Brightwells Veterinary Panel have a particular interest and
experience in sport horses.
• Mr Ciaran Paterson BVSc MRCVS

IMPORTANT
All foals will be sold as they stand in the sale. It is therefore your
responsibility to check veterinary certificates of any foals that
you are interested in buying.

All foals in the AES Elite Foal Sale have undergone a 2-stage
clinical examination prior to the sale.

BRYAN JAMES INSURANCE
Ruth Currie Tel. 01568 610018 will be in attendance at the Auction
to offer Insurance to Purchasers.

Veterinary certificates will be available to view on the day of the
sale.

Conditions of Sale
The Sale will be run under the Conditions of Sale set out
below and the Brightwells General Conditions of Sale; it is
your responsibility to have read the Conditions of Sale prior
to purchasing.
Sellers please note the following Supplementary Conditions
(to be drawn to your attention by order of HM Customs and
Excise).
HM CUSTOMS AND EXCISE RULES
Would all sellers note that we (Brightwells) will raise a Self
Billing Tax Invoice for the proceeds of any goods in this
or any other Sale held by us? It is a Customs and Excise
requirement that this is the only Tax Invoice raised for those
items.
We must have your VAT Registration Number (where
appropriate) together with your name and address for
inclusion on any Self Billing Tax Invoice raised by ourselves.
You must notify us immediately if your VAT Registration
Number is cancelled or if you are issued with a new VAT
Registration Number.
Any seller not agreeing to this system of Self Billing Tax
Invoices being raised by us must notify us prior to the
commencement of the Sale. Regrettably, we can only
operate with a Self Billing System in place and therefore will
not sell the goods of any seller who is unable to accept this
system.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED SURVEYORS
MEMBER’S ACCOUNTS REGULATIONS 1993 NOTICE
REQUIRED UNDER REGULATION 2A
This market / auction sale is not required to comply with
RICS Members Accounts Regulations. No monies paid to
this sale are covered by any scheme for the protection of
clients’ money operated by the Royal Institution of Chartered
Surveyors. A more detailed explanation can be obtained in
writing from the RICS Regulations Department, Surveyor
Court, Westwood way, Coventry CV4 9JE
ENTRY
1. (1) A horse shall be entered for a sale on the completion
of an Entry Form by or on behalf of the Seller and upon
payment by the Seller to the Auctioneer of the prescribed
entry fee.
(2) In the event that the Seller wishes to place a reserve on
a Lot, the amount of the reserve must be specified on the
Entry Form or Reserve Form.
(3) The Seller warrants to the Auctioneer and to the Buyer
that, on the day of the Sale, the horse when described as
vaccinated will have been properly vaccinated and will have
no contagious or infectious diseases.
COMMISSION & PAYMENTS
All lots will be sold in pounds sterling with a 10% buyers
premium plus VAT on the buyers premium.
2. (1) Commission is payable in full by the purchaser to the
auctioneers even if a foal is subsequently returned by the

purchaser to the seller in accordance with the complaints
procedure hereunder or for any reason.
(2) Vendor Commission. The vendor will pay a commission of
5% plus VAT, to the auctioneers even if a foal is subsequently
returned by the purchaser to the seller in accordance with
the complaints procedure hereunder or for any reason.
(3) Vetting Fees. The purchaser will be deemed responsible
for the vetting costs of the pre-sale vetting and £80 plus VAT
will be payable by the purchaser when settling payment of
their foals.
(4) A foal having been entered for sale, may be withdrawn
prior to the sale upon payment of a commission / withdrawal
fee of £1000 plus VAT in addition to the entry fee. This fee
of £1000 may be waived if the withdrawal is on veterinary
grounds and suitable veterinary evidence is provided, or if
the Auctioneers are satisfied the reason for the withdrawal
was acceptable.
(5) Buy back commission. If any foal is subsequently bought
back by the vendor or agent a commission charge of 2.5% is
payable.
CATALOGUE DESCRIPTION
3. (1) The Auctioneer accepts no responsibility for the
accuracy of any particulars of a Lot given in the catalogue.
The Seller is solely responsible for any catalogue description
of a Lot.
(2) The remarks given to the Lot(s) suitability and ride ability
are provided by the Owner or the Owner’s Riders and are
given as an opinion only through the training of the horse
and DO NOT CONSTITUTE A WARRANTY OF ANY KIND.
(3) Upon receipt of a catalogue, the seller undertakes
immediately to check the accuracy of the relevant catalogue
description of the Lot and to notify the Auctioneer
immediately in writing of any correction, amendment or
addition that needs to be made to the catalogue description.
(4) The Auctioneer may amend or add to any catalogue
description during the course of a Sale and may declare a
Sale to be subject to veterinary examination or not during
the course of a Sale, in which event any announcement
by the Auctioneer takes precedence over any entry in the
catalogue.
CONDUCT OF SALE
4. (1) The Auctioneers may at their absolute discretion:

(a) Refuse to accept any bid or bidder.
(b) Regulate the bidding as the Auctioneer sees fit.
(c) Arrange, consolidate or withdraw any Lot.
(d) Cancel or postpone a Sale on account of bad weather
or other supervening causes. In the event that a Sale is
cancelled, moved or rearranged, the Auctioneer shall not be
liable to pay compensation to any Seller, Bidder or any other
party.
(2) The Seller reserves the right to bid through the
Auctioneer acting as the Seller’s agent.
(3) The Buyer shall be the highest bidder. In the event of
a dispute between two or more bidders as to which is the
Buyer, the Auctioneer shall have the right to declare the
Buyer or, at the Auctioneer’s discretion, immediately to reoffer the disputed Lot for sale.
(4) The Buyer shall immediately on the fall of the hammer
inform the Auctioneer of the Buyer’s name and address
and provide any proof of identity that the Auctioneer
may require. Failure in this respect entitles the Auctioneer
immediately to offer the Lot for re-sale and the original
Buyer shall be liable to make good any difference in price to
the Seller.
(5) Any Buyer bidding as agent for a Principal shall be deem
to have bid on his own behalf as well as on behalf of his
Principal and the highest bidder shall be personally liable
along with the Principal to the Seller.
PAYMENT
5. (1) The Auctioneer, at the Auctioneer’s discretion, may
require the Buyer to pay a deposit of 20% of the price of the
foal immediately following the sale.
(2) The Purchaser shall pay the Auctioneer in full for the
price of the foal within 2 hours of the completion of the
sale. Payment in this context may include the tender of a
cheque in the full amount although the Auctioneer in the
Auctioneer’s discretion may refuse a cheque in which event
the Buyer must tender payment in some other manner.
(3) The Auctioneer shall pay the seller the price of the horse
less Auctioneer’s commission and any other outstanding
charges and expenses due from the Seller to the Auctioneer
within 28 days of the date of the Sale, provided that:
(i) In the Auctioneers opinion the Buyer is a bona fide
Purchaser and was capable of making a contract i.e. being

sound of mind, not in collusion with the Seller and not under
the influence of drugs or drink etc.
(ii) the Auctioneer has been paid in full for the price of the
foal by the Buyer, any cheque tendered by or on behalf of
the Buyer having cleared; and
(iii) the Buyer has not initiated the Complaints Procedure
set out below. In the event that the Buyer has initiated
the Complaints Procedure, the Auctioneer shall retain the
price of the Lot pending the outcome of the Complaints
Procedure.
(4) If the Buyer fails to make a payment in full for the Lot,
and in the Auctioneers opinion the Buyer is a bona fide
person (3. i) and fails to make payment in full for the Lot or
Lots the Auctioneer may, at his absolute discretion, resell the
Lot and the Buyer shall be liable for any shortfall in price, and
any associated expenses connected with such resale.
DELIVERY AND RISK
6. (1) Foals sold as they stand or without veterinary
examination instruction from the Buyer, shall be at the risk of
the Buyer from the fall of the hammer.
(2) Title in the foal shall not pass to the Buyer until the Buyer
has made payment in full for the foal by means of cleared
funds. Until payment in full by means of cleared funds is
made, title shall remain with the Seller.
(3) The Buyer shall not be entitled to take delivery of the
foal until payment in full for the foal has been made. The
Auctioneer may at the Auctioneer’s sole discretion allow the
Buyer to take delivery of the foal upon the tender by the
Buyer or on his behalf of a cheque in the full amount of the
price.
(4) The Buyer authorises the Seller and the Auctioneer as
agent for the Seller to enter upon the Buyer’s land to take
collection of any foal in respect of which the Buyer has taken
delivery but for which the Buyer has not paid in full.
RETURNED HORSES
7. (1) Lots may be returned by the Buyer to the Seller if the
Buyer of any Lot sold with a pedigree establishes that the
pedigree is inaccurate.
(2) Lots may be returned by the Buyer to the Seller subject
to the Complaints Procedure set out below if the horse:
(i) is a wind sucker;
(ii) is a crib-biter where this is associated with wind-sucking;

(iii) is a weaver;
(iv) exhibits box walking;
(v) has been tubed, fired, unnerved or operated upon for
unsoundness of any other kind;
(vi) is a male horse (other than a foal, a yearling before the
1st July of its yearling year) which does not have two testes
fully descended to and fully palpable within the scrotum
at the time of the Sale is or shall be deemed to be a rig or
cryptorchid; and if the horse has not been described as such
on the pre-sale Veterinary Certificate or announced from the
rostrum or in catalogue.
BASIS OF SALE
8. (1) All Lots will be offered for sale with a pre-sale
Veterinary Certificate issued by a panel of Veterinary
Surgeons appointed by the Auctioneers.
(2) The Certificate of the Veterinary Panel is completed
by a Veterinary Surgeon or Surgeons appointed by the
Auctioneers following a clinical examination carried out in
accordance with the standard procedure recommended by
the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
(3) The Veterinary Certificate must not be relied upon in
any way as indicating any matter other than that of being
a record of clinical examination made by Auctioneers’
Veterinary Panel. THE VETERINARY CERTIFICATE WILL BE
VALID FOR THE DATE AND TIME OF EXAMINATION ONLY.
Potential Purchasers may, if they so desire, use a Veterinary
Surgeon of their own choice to check the clinical condition of
any Lot, subject to the Vendor’s permission.
(4) This examination shall be a clinical examination and shall
not include any radiological or other specialised techniques.
It shall not be concerned with the accuracy of any other
statement concerning any particular Lot whether contained
in the catalogue or any Veterinary Certificate.
(5) The decision of the Veterinary Surgeon carrying out
the examination shall be final and binding as between the
Vendor and Purchaser.
(6) The Auctioneers shall in no way be responsible for the
findings of the Veterinary Surgeon appointed to carry out
this examination.
(7) BROODMARES – A mare described as IN FOAL or
BELIEVED IN FOAL constitutes a warranty that the mare is
in foal
andcovered
it is theinresponsibility
of thecovering
Vendor: season
in the case
of
a mare
the previous year’s
to

lodge a Covering Certificate with the Auctioneers before the
date advertised for the Sale. In the case of mare described In
Foal or Believed In Foal to send with the horse a Certificate
of Pregnancy signed by a Veterinary Surgeon and dated not
more the 4 weeks before the Sale.
(8) FOALS that have not been weaned will return to the
Vendor’s property until a date has been agreed by the
Vendor and Purchaser to wean and collect the foal. The
Vendor agrees to keep the foal during this period of time
free of charge with the exception of any veterinary costs that
may occur. All Purchasers are advised to take out Insurance
for their purchase which is available on the day of sale.
LIABILITY OF THE AUCTIONEER
10. (1) The Auctioneer acts as agent of the Seller and the
Auctioneer gives no warranties of any kind to the Buyer.
(2) It is the Vendor’s sole responsibility and not the
Auctioneers to declared any defects or problems that may
cause reason for compliant by the Purchaser of any Lot.
(3) The Auctioneer does not accept any liability for:
(i) the description or pedigree of the foal given in the
catalogue;
(ii) the physical condition, performance, potential or ability of
the foal sold;
(iii) the payment of the price by the Purchaser;
(iv) the return of any foal by the Purchaser to the Seller;
(v) the administration of the Complaints Procedure beyond
the appointment of a an arbitrator in accordance therewith.
COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE
11. (1) The Buyer shall notify the Auctioneer if the Buyer
claims to be entitled to return a foal to the Seller in
accordance with condition 7 only orally by 5pm on the fourth
day following the sale excluding Sundays.
(2) In the case of a Foal sold prior to weaning the Buyer
shall notify the Auctioneers if the Buyer claims to be
entitled to return a Foal to the Seller orally by 5pm on the
second day after the date of collection excluding Sundays.
The Complaints Procedure will only be concerned with
Conditions 7 (2) i, ii, iii, iv, v and vi.
(3) The Buyer shall follow up this oral notification to the
Auctioneer with written notification to the Auctioneer to
be received by the Auctioneer within seven days from the

date of the Sale. The written notification by the Buyer to the
Auctioneer shall set out the grounds upon which the Buyer
claims to be entitled to return the foal to the Seller.
(4) In the event that the Buyer fails to make oral or written
notification of his complaint within the above timescales,
the Buyer shall not be allowed to return the foal to the Seller
but must make payment for the foal in full unless the buyer
can demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Auctioneer that
it was not reasonably practicable for the Buyer to discover
the complaint and to notify the Auctioneer of the same
within the above timescales. However, in no circumstances
whatsoever may the above time limits be extended beyond a
period of 7 days after the date of the Sale.
(5) On receipt of a written complaint together, where
appropriate, with a Veterinary Certificate, the Auctioneer
shall send a copy of the complaint and the Veterinary
Certificate to the Seller and the Auctioneer shall appoint a
suitable person to act as Arbitrator. The task of the Arbitrator
will be to examine and determine the complaint. The name of
the person appointed by the Auctioneer to act as Arbitrator
shall be notified by the Auctioneer to the Seller and the
Buyer. The Auctioneer shall thereafter have no further
responsibility in respect of the Complaints Procedure.
(6) The examination and resolution of the complaint shall
be under the control of the Arbitrator and the Seller and
Purchaser shall comply with all directions that may be given
by the Auctioneer in respect of the complaint.
(7) The Arbitrator may require, before proceeding to examine
and determine the complaint, that the Arbitrator’s fees and
expenses shall be paid in advance. The Seller and Buyer shall
thereupon each pay the sum stipulated by the Arbitrator.
(8) The Arbitrator may direct that the foal shall be subject to
such trial as he may direct and the Seller and Buyer shall end
their full co-operation to such a trial.
(9) If either the Seller or the Buyer fails to comply with a
direction of the Arbitrator or fails to pay any sum ordered to
be paid by the Arbitrator, then the Arbitrator may at his own
discretion decide not to proceed with the examination and
determination of the complaint and may, if the Seller is in
default, order that the foal be returned to the Seller or may, if
the Buyer is in default, order that the Buyer pay the full price
to the Seller.
(10) Upon the determination of the complaint, the Arbitrator
may at his discretion order that the unsuccessful party pay
to the other all costs and expenses associated with the
Complaints Procedure.

(11) Any person riding an animal on the Sale Premises
must wear a hard riding hat of an approved standard, the
Auctioneers accept no responsibility to any accident or injury
that may occur to any person who does not comply with this
condition of sale.
All persons attending this sale and event, do so at their own
risk and we do no accept responsibility whatsoever for injury
to horse or persons.
Brightwells

* Additional terms and conditions Lot 20 Embryo
The foal is expected to be registered with the Anglo European Studbook within 6 months of being born.
The recipient mare is on loan from TES and should be returned to TES after weaning. The recipient mare and all related costs
will be the full responsibility of the purchaser (of the embryo) from date of purchase until returned to TES.
The recipient mare is currently kept at the Vendors property and arrangements should be made to transport to the purchasers
own/nominated property/stud/yard as soon as possible after purchase. The purchaser has the option of transporting to, and
keeping the recipient mare at livery at, TES incl. foaling etc.
Insurance of the recipient mare and embryo will the be the responsibility of the purchaser from date of purchase.
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